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Today’s 
Spotlight 

Presentation

• Defining community 
archiving

• Project background
• Networks as an overarching 

theme
• Digital research process and 

visualizations
• Implications of research



Defining Community Archiving
Andrew Flinn, Mary Stevens, and Elizabeth Shepherd
”The defining characteristic of community archives is the active participation of a 
community in documenting and making accessible the history of their particular 
group and/or locality on their own terms” (2009:73)

Michelle Caswell – five key principles of community work
“broad participation in all or most aspects of archival collecting from appraisal to 
description to outreach; shared ongoing stewardship of cultural heritage between 
the archival organization and the larger community it represents; multiplicity of 
voices and formats, including those not traditionally found in mainstream archives 
such as ephemera and artifacts; positioning archival collecting as a form of 
activism and ongoing reflex ivity about the shifting nature of community and 
identity” (2014:31)



Community Archiving 
and the Heritage 
Spectrum

Sarah Baker and Jez Collins (2015)

Non-rigid fluid continuum of popular 
music preservation sites

• Physical – authorized
• Physical – do-it-yourself (DIY)
• Online – institutional
• Online – community

Les Roberts and Sara Cohen (2014)



Affect and 
Community 

Archiving

Affect theory as a method for analyzing 
community archiving practices and 
challenging dominant structures
Affect: “a force that creates a relation 
between a body and the world. It is at the core 
of how we form, sustain and break social 
relations, differences and individual and 
collective identities” (Cifor 2016:8)

Community-based pop music heritage 
efforts inherently possessing affective 
potentials
They are initiatives “borne from the affective 
investments of their founders, and which foster 
emotional connections between volunteers and 
the objects they care for”(Cantillon et al. 
2017:44)



Research 
Background

• Dissertation focusing on:
• How community archiving ideals manifest 

in work
• The affective dynamics of that work
• The placement of that work within larger 

networks of popular music preservation in 
Manchester

• Looking at these elements via a case study of 
MDMArchive

• Using ethnographic and digital methods to 
investigate how communities 
historicize/situate themselves and how 
community archives work to create equitable 
and accessible cultural histories



Manchester Digital 
Music Archive 
(MDMArchive)

https://www.mdmarchive.co.uk/


https://www.mdmarchive.co.uk

Digital Archive

https://www.mdmarchive.co.uk/


MDMArchive
Programming
- Curated exhibitions
- Panel discussions
- Concerts
- Club nights
- Film screenings
- Training sessions
- Community 

scanning days

Black Female Voices panel at Louder Than Words Festival 2017
Photo by Shay Rowan

Activist/Archivist Event at People’s History Museum 2016
Photo by Emma Gibbs



https://www.mdmarchive.co.uk

Digital Archive

https://www.mdmarchive.co.uk/


Nesting 
Networks

Pop 
Preservation in 

Manchester

Affective 
Process

Online 
Database



Digital Methods: A Process
• Playing into larger website analysis that synthesizes 

ethnographic and digital methods
• Drawing on the MDMArchive database to understand trends in 

use and content
• 3 phases:

1) Data collection
2) Data organization
3) Data visualization



Pre-Phase: Early Stages
• Involvement in HASTAC Scholars program
• Project investigating archival purpose through topic 

modelling of institutional/organizational discourse
• What is the difference between community 

archives and traditional institutional archives?
• Leading to MDMArchive and dissertation research



Data Collection

• 2 scrapes
• Returning different 

metadata
• Using OpenRefine for 

second scrape



Data Organization
• Recreating the MDMArchive database using Airtable

• 3 tables (or ”bases”)
• Primary artefact list
• Tags
• Users

Primary base Tags base



Data Visualization 
Tableau

Bubble Chart

Archival Growth Chart



Data Visualization Gephi

User Group 1
Most Uploads

User Group 5
Fewest Uploads



Data 
Visualization 

Net.Create



Research Implications
• Significance of opening up the archival process

• Non-hierarchical value of users and objects
• Proactively seeking community perspectives and amplifying 

marginalized or underrepresented stories
• Rethinking status in archives

• Shifting from status and power to open value and 
empowerment

• Serving equitable goals
• Creativity and adaptability in DH

• Learning to listen to data
• The power of contextualization



Thank you!
Catherine Mullen | catmulle@indiana.edu | @cammamls
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